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Abstract

In this paper, we address the stereo matching problem in

the presence of reflections and translucency, where image

formation can be modeled as the additive superposition of

layers at different depth. Thepresenceof sucheffects violates

the Lambertian assumption underlying traditional stereo vi-

sion algorithms, making it impossible to recover component

depths using direct color matching based methods. We de-

velop several techniques to estimate both depths and colors

of the component layers. Depth hypotheses are enumerated

in pairs, one from each layer, in a nested plane sweep. For

each pair of depth hypotheses, we compute a component-

color-independent matching error per pixel, using a spatial-

temporal-differencing technique. We then use graph cut op-

timization to solve for the depths of both layers. This is

followed by an iterative color update algorithm whose con-

vergence is proven in our paper. We show convincing results

of depth and color estimates for both synthetic and real im-

age sequences.

1. Introduction

Stereo matching is one of the central problems in computer

vision research. For the past several decades intensive re-

search has been conducted in this area [9]. Stereo algo-

rithms have shown improving accuracy and steady progress

in handling difficult problems such as textureless regions

and occluding boundaries. For example, recent progress

in efficiently solving Markov Random Field problems has

significantly improved stereo matching algorithm perfor-

mance [3].

One of the remaining problems in this area is how to han-

dle commonly occurring non-Lambertian effects such as par-

tial filling [13, 14, 10], translucency [1], and reflection [11].

Proper modeling and analysis of these effects are essential

for many vision and graphics applications, including video

editing, image based rendering and video compression. We

present in this paper several techniques to solve one class of

such problems, namely, stereo matching in the presence of

reflections and translucency.

Szeliski et al. [12] proposed an iterative method for re-

covering component layer depths and colors for the special

case of global (parametric) motion. Their method is not

designed to handle optical flow like motions such as those

introduced by piece-wise planar or curved surfaces, nor can

it handle occlusions. Ju et al. [5] used a layered piecewise

parametric (affine) motion model to simultaneously estimate

multiple motions in both occlusive and transparent motion

sequences. Their method, however, does not produce the

same accurate per-pixel disparity estimates as the method

developed in this paper. Swaminathan et al. [11] handled

the problem of highlight detection and removal by epipo-

lar plane image (EPI) analysis, i.e., explicitly detecting the

saturated highlights in a local EPI strip. In our case, image

sequences are assumed to not be saturated, so there are no

consistent cues such as saturated strips to be exploited.

2. Problem Definition

According to the law of reflection, a light ray’s angle of

reflection is equal to its angle of incidence. For a planar

reflector, it is not difficult to show that the position of a scene

point’s virtual image is independent of the viewpoint, as if

the reflection were at a fixed position behind the reflector

(Figure 1(a)). We can thus ignore the dependency between

a scene point and its reflection, and use the layered model

to depict the reflector (frontal layer I0) and reflection (rear

layer I1) (Figure 1(b)), and model the observed images as

a composition of the two layers. For curved reflectors, as

long as the image sequence is taken within a small temporal

window, the layeredmodel can still be applied using amodel

consisting of instantaneous depths and instantaneous colors

[11]. The layered model also applies to translucency.

When light is reflected from a glossy surface or transmit-

ted through a translucent colored surface, we get the linear

superposition of two (real or virtual) images

C = I0 + β0I1. (1)
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Rear layer I1

Frontal layer I0

Figure 1: Modeling reflection using a layered model. (a)

The reflection model. The position of the virtual image is

independent of the viewpoint. (b) The equivalent layered

model.

where C is the composite color, I0 is the image associated

with the frontal (reflecting/translucent) layer, I1 is the image

associated with the reflected or transmitted layer, and β0 is

an attenuation factor that is a property of the frontal layer.

For a photo behind a reflecting glass surface (Figure 7), I0
denotes the photo and I1 denotes the reflection (β0 = 1 in

the glass area, and β0 = 0 in the other matte regions). For a

translucent material (Figure 3(b)), I0 is the coloredmaterial,

while I1 denotes the transmitted image.

When a sequence of images is taken from different view-

points, we observe relative motions between the two layers

due to their different apparent depths in the scene. Wedenote

the frontal and rear layer depths as d0 and d1, and the cor-

responding warping function as Tf (d0) and Tf (d1), where
f is an index for the camera position. A sequence of im-

ages {Cf } can thus be modeled by blending the two warped

layers,

Cf = Tf (d0) ◦ I0 + (Tf (d0) ◦ β0)(Tf (d1) ◦ I1). (2)

(Note that β0 is a property of the frontal layer and must be

warped according to the frontal layer depth.) For simplicity,

we denote Tf (d0) = Tf0 and Tf (d1) = Tf1, which repre-

sent the warping functions from reference frame k to frame

f using the frontal and rear depth maps, respectively.

Given the rendering equation (2), our problem proceeds

in the other direction. Given a sequence of images Cf (x),
where f = 0, ..., K − 1, we pick the middle image to be the

reference frame k = K/2. The goal is to recover d0, d1, I0,

I1 and β0 from the sequence of observed images.

In the next section, we describe our new algorithm to

estimate depth maps for two-layer models. We introduce an

iterative color estimationmethod in section 4, given a known

β-map. The β-map estimation is postponed to section 5.

Experimental results are given in section 6.

3. Depth Estimation

Our novel depth estimation algorithm has three steps: enu-

merating the depth hypotheses, computing a matching er-

ror for each depth hypothesis, and depth estimation using a

graph cut algorithm.

3.1. Nested Plane Sweep

Enumerating depth hypotheses in a traditional stereo match-

ing problem is trivial. The search space per pixel is simply

the full range of possible disparities, d = dmin, . . . , dmax.

However, the search space for the new problem is much

larger. At each pixel, we need to determine a pair of depth

hypotheses (d0, d1), under the constraint d0 ≥ d1. If there

areD discrete disparity levels, the number of depth hypothe-

ses is D(D + 1)/2. Without any prior knowledge, it is nec-

essary to consider all depth pairs.

The depth hypotheses are enumerated in a plane sweep

fashion [4]. Without loss of generality, we let the sweeping

of the frontal plane be dominant. We warp all the input im-

ages to the reference view according to the frontal disparity

d0. With d0 fixed, we conduct a second pass of sweeping for

all valid d1 ≤ d0. We can think of this method as sweeping

the depth space using two planes simultaneously, with the

rear plane d1 nested within the frontal plane d0. We call this

extension of plane sweep the nested plane sweep method.

3.2. Computing Initial Matching Errors

A more challenging problem is to compute a meaningful

color matching error without knowing the component col-

ors in either layer. To make the problem tractable, we make

a local piece-wise fronto-parallel scene assumption. This

assumption introduces spatial constancy in a local neigh-

borhood and makes the component motion predictable. We

only need this assumption to hold in a small spatio-temporal

window, so our method can deal with curved surfaces.

When have guessed the right depth values, we expect to

see small matching errors across multiple views (Figure 2).

Consider two different viewing rays that pass through the

same rear layer scene point R from two different viewpoints

f and f +1. Since these rays also pass through frontal points
P and Q, respectively, we denote them as rays (f, P ) and
(f + 1, Q). Let us compute the color difference along the

two viewing rays, Df = Cf,P − Cf+1,Q. This difference

is computed for each depth hypothesis (d0, d1). At the right
depth, the difference is independent of the rear layer color,

i.e.,

Df = Cf,P − Cf+1,Q

= (I0(P ) + I1(R)) − (I0(Q) + I1(R))
= I0(P ) − I0(Q). (3)
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Figure 2: Spatial-temporal differencing technique for esti-

mating initial matching errors.

Similarly, it can be shown

Df−1 = Cf−1,P − Cf,Q = I0(P ) − I0(Q) = Df . (4)

Without noise, {Df} is a constant sequence. We can thus use

the variance of the sequence {Df} as the initial matching

error. The variance is expected to be small if the correct

depths have been recovered.

Note that this variance is similar to the sum of summed

squared differences (SSSD) measure introduced in [7],

but does not rely on subtracting frames from a specified

keyframe. Using pixel variance (across time/views) as a

measure of matching consistency has been suggested by

a number of previous researchers (see, e.g., [13]). Since

the difference Df uses viewing rays from different view

points (temporal axis) and different neighboring pixels (spa-

tial axis), we call it the spatial-temporal differencingmethod.

To handle occlusions in both layers, we adopt the spatial-

temporal selection method of [6]. In our case, spatial se-

lection involves choosing the smaller variance of {Cf,P −
Cf+1,Q} and {Cf,P − Cf−1,Q}, and temporal selection

involves selection from matching errors of sub-sequences

f = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K/2 − 1 and f = K/2, . . . , K − 1.

3.3. Estimating Depths Using Graph Cuts

The initial matching errors are stored in a 3D volume called

the disparity space image (DSI). The DSI is a function of

the pixel location and the depth labels (d0, d1). The DSI is
the evidence derived from the input images supporting each

depth hypothesis.

The stereo matching problem is known to be under-

constrained. Small matching error is only a necessary condi-

tion for a correct depth. To resolve the ambiguity, other con-

straints, such as the smoothness constraint, need to be added.

Two neighboring pixels should have the same depth unless

there is strong evidence supporting the separation. When the

d=0

d=5

d=3

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Experimental setup for (a) the random dot se-

quence and (b) the doll sequence (Fig. 9(c)).

smoothness is enforced, the stereo problem is equivalent to

finding the optimal labeling of amultiple labelMarkov Ran-

dom Field. We adopt the graph cut based method of [3] to

solve this combinatorial optimization problem. The graph

cut method we adopted (which uses the α − β swapping

algorithm) has been shown to produce high quality depth

maps.

We illustrate our algorithm in Figure 4 using a sequence

of random dot images. The experimental setup is shown

in Figure 3(a). Notice in this first example that each depth

pair (d0, d1) is treated as a single label. The depth label

output by the graph cut determines the depths of both layers

simultaneously. Two frames from the five frame random

dot sequence are shown in Figure 4(a)-(b). A frontal layer

(disparity 5) is composed of a planar mirror with red random

dots. Between the frontal layer and the background (blue

pixels, disparity 0), there is a reflected random dot layer

(green pixels, disparity 3). Due to the mixing of the frontal

layer and the reflected layer, the original graph cut based

algorithm fails to estimate depths in the mixing region (see

Figure 4(c)). The proposedmethod generates a pair of clean

depthmaps shown in Figure 4(d)-(e). This result may appear

to be incorrect because the estimated frontal layer depth is 6

corresponding to the background area, instead of being 0 as

expected. However, this is due to the fundamental ambiguity

of the image formation process, as shown in the following

Lemma.

Lemma 1 Ambiguity of the Single Layer Model. An image

sequence of any single layer model is equivalent to image

sequences of a class of two layer models, each with a tex-

tureless reflective/translucent frontal layer.

The proof of the Lemma is straightforward. We can al-

ways insert a planar layer between the camera and the scene

point P and consider the image as being the reflection of

scene point P ′ in Figure 5(b), or through transparent mate-

rial in 5(c). The seemingly wrong frontal depth explanation

in Figure 4(d)-(e) is just one such two layer model.

The ambiguity problem for this simple noiseless case can

be easily fixed. We can add a prior favoring single layer
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Figure 4: Random dot stereo matching with reflections. Numbers in (d)-(g) are estimated disparities.(a)-(b) Frame 3 and 5

of a five frame image sequence. (c) Failed depth estimation using traditional stereo algorithm. (d)-(e) Estimated frontal and

rear depths without adding single layer bias. (f)-(g) Estimated frontal and rear depths with added single layer bias.

P PP

P’

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Ambiguity of the single layer models: (a) A single

layer model for a scene point. (b) The equivalent reflective

model. (c) The equivalent translucent model.

models. Whenever a single layer model and a two layer

model explain the observed data equally well, we choose the

single layer model. This approach is similar in philosophy

to the model selection methods of [8]. Simpler models tend

to better explain unseen data.

In our formulation, we denote the depth hypotheseswhere

d0 = d1 as single layer models. Once we add a constant bias

to the matching errors of two layer models (d0 �= d1), we

get the desired clean depth map shown in Figure 4(f)-(g).

3.4. More efficient depth estimation

For more complex scenes, we can choose not to store the

matching errors corresponding to all (d0, d1) pairs. There

are two reasons for this decision. First, storing all (d0, d1)
pairs is not efficient in terms of storage and computational

cost. Assuming fixed image size, the memory required for a

DSI with D disparity levels is O(D2), while the computa-

tional cost for graph cut is O(D4).
Second, it is difficult to model partial smoothness in an

energy minimization framework if we treat (d0, d1) as a sin-
gle label. For example, it is straightforward to define the

smoothness cost for neighboring pixels x1 and x2 in Figure

6, since (d0(x1), d1(x1)) = (d0(x2), d1(x2)). But it is not
clear how to define the error for neighboring pixels x2 and

x3 in the α − β swap algorithm, where d0(x2) = d0(x3),
but d1(x2) �= d1(x3).

Our solution is to keep two separate DSIs for d0 and d1.

d0 d1x1

x2

x3

Figure 6: Partial (frontal) connectivity of real world scenes.

Smooth frontal layer, broken rear layer.

Weapply nested plane sweep and spatial-temporal differenc-

ing as usual, but keep only the minimum matching errors,

i.e.,

DSI0(d0, x) = mind1 e(d0, d1, x)
DSI1(d1, x) = mind0 e(d0, d1, x) (5)

where e(d0, d1, x) is the matching error corresponding to

depth hypothesis (d0, d1). We expect DSI0,1(d, x) to be

consistently low over a range at the correct disparity, thus

enabling the graph cut algorithm to find the right answers.

As a result of this min finding step, we only need to keep

two DSIs, each of which requires a storage of O(D), and
apply the graph cut on each of the DSIs to get the two depth

maps, each at a computational cost of O(D2). At the same

time, the partial smoothness problem is solved because we

consider the two DSIs separately.

Although the min finding step is non-optimal, we find it

works well in practice, as shown in section 6.

4. Estimating the Component Colors

We formulate the component color estimation problem as an

optimization problem. The cost function is defined to be the

prediction error between the synthesized image

C̃f = Tf0 ◦ I0 + (Tf0 ◦ β0)(Tf1 ◦ I1) (6)

and the observed image Cf , i.e.,

C(I0, I1) =
∑

f

∥∥∥Cf − C̃f

∥∥∥
2
. (7)
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We have to ensure that each pixel x in view f used in

(7) is valid, i.e., it has to be observed at the reference view.

To prevent occluded pixels from contributing, we perform

a visibility check by forward warping from the reference

view to view f and then warping back from view f to the

reference view. Missing pixels (forming gaps or holes) in

the reference view are deemed invalid. This check is done

separately for both frontal and rear layers.

For a given pixel x, we define two sets of views V0(x)
and V1(x). V0(x) is related to the estimation of the frontal

color at frame f , i.e., Cf − Tf1 ◦ I1:

V0(x) = {f |x valid in T−1
f0 (V (Cf ) ∩ V (Tf1 ◦ I1))}, (8)

where V (I) is a binary image with valid pixels of I set to 1

and invalid pixels of I set to 0.

Let us define Ĩ0 as the region of the frontal image where

β0 = 1. V1(x) is related to the estimation of the rear color

at frame f , i.e., Cf − Tf0 ◦ Ĩ0, and is similarly defined as

V1(x) = {f |x valid in T−1
f1 (V (Cf ) ∩ V (Tf0 ◦ Ĩ0))}. (9)

We define the valid view set of x as V(x) = V0(x) ∩
V1(x), and the upgradeable pixel set as P = {x|β0(x) =
1 and V(x) �= ∅}. The definition of P and V ensures that

steps 2 and 3 in the following algorithm are optimizing the

same cost function.

When the depths d0 and d1 are fixed, the two view sets

{V0(x), V1(x)} and the upgradeable pixel set P can be pre-

computed.

Having defined our cost function, we now present our

color updating algorithm as follows:

Algorithm 1 Component Color Estimation Algorithm

1. Estimate an initial frontal color I
(0)
0 using the min-

composite algorithm [12], and let I
(0)
1 = Ck − I

(0)
0 .

2. Fix I
(n)
0 and update I

(n)
1 as follows:

Î
(n)
1 (x) =

∑
f∈V(x) T−1

f1 ◦ (Cf − Tf0 ◦ I0) (x)

‖V(x)‖
(10)

I
(n+1)
1 (x) = max{min{Î

(n)
1 (x), 255}, 0} (11)

The updating equation (10) will become clear once

Lemma 2 is proven.

3. Fix I
(n+1)
1 andupdate I

(n)
0 symmetrically (use the same

equations as step 2, reversing the roles of frontal layer

0 and rear layer 1).

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until I0 and I1 converge.

Cf - Tf0 I 0Tf0 I 0Cf

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Color updating illustration. (a) Observed view. (b)

Forward warped frontal color. (c) Difference image, which

provides color estimates for the rear layerwhenwarpedback

to the reference view.

An example of our component color estimation algorithm

in action is shown in Figure 7. Thedifference between image

Cf and the warped frontal colorTf0◦I0 gives us an estimate

of the warped rear colors Tf1 ◦ I1. We can then warp these

estimates back by T−1
f1 (Cf − Tf0 ◦ I0) to provide noisy

estimates of I1. The updated estimates of I1 will just be the

average of all these noisy estimates.

Lemma 2 Convergence of the Component Color Estima-

tionAlgorithm. Cost function (7) converges to a local mini-

mumusing the above component color estimationalgorithm.

Proof. We need to prove that each iteration of steps 2 and

step 3 decreases the cost function C. Since C has a lower

bound (C ≥ 0 ), it must converge to a fixed point (local

minimum). Due to the symmetry of steps 2 and 3, we only

show that step 2 decreases the cost function.

According to the definition of P and V, the warped dif-

ference image

T−1
f1 ◦

(
Cf − C̃f

)
= T−1

f1 ◦ (Cf − Tf0 ◦ I0 − Tf1 ◦ I1)

is defined for all x ∈ P. As a result,

C(I0, I1) =
∑

f

∥∥∥T−1
f1 ◦

(
Cf − C̃f

)∥∥∥
2

=
∑
x∈P

∑
f∈V(x)

∥∥∥T−1
f1 ◦ (Cf − Tf0 ◦ I0) (x) − I1(x)

∥∥∥
2

When we fix I0, the color estimates at pixels x ∈ P are inde-

pendent of each other. It’s now easy to show that the above

cost function is a quadratic function, whose minimum Î1
is computed by (10). Since the min-composite provides us

with initial color estimates within [0,255], the clamping op-

eration (11) will always find an updated color in the negative

gradient direction, but between I
(n)
1 and Î

(n)
1 . ✷

To alleviate the streaking effect caused by pixels interact-

ing mostly in the direction of motion [12], we add a regu-

larization term that encourages intensity similarity between
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8: Automatic segmentation of single/two layer regions. Black: single-layer regions. White: two-layer regions.

(a)Segmentation using the original DSI. (b) Aliasing in a stabilized EPI strip. (c) Segmentation using scaled DSI. (d) Cleaned

up β-map. (e)-(h) estimated depths and colors based on the automatically estimated β-map: (e) frontal depth, (f) rear depth,
(g) frontal color, and (h) rear color.

neighboring rows. If the pixels neighboring x are denoted

by N (x), the regularization term can be written as

R(I0, I1) =
∑
x∈P

∑
y∈N (x)

‖I0(x)−I0(y)‖2+‖I1(x)−I1(y)‖2,

(12)

and the new cost function is now defined as

C(I0, I1) =
∑

f

∥∥∥Cf − C̃f

∥∥∥
2

+ λR(I0, I1). (13)

In our experiments, we choose λ = 0 (no regularization) for

the random dot sequence, andλ = 1 for all other sequences.
To solve the regularized problem we can use the same

color updating strategy, namely, alternately updating I0 and

I1. With the introduction of the regularization terms, color

estimates of neighboring pixels are coupled. Fortunately,

they can be efficiently estimated by solving a sparse linear

system of equations. Convergence of the estimates can be

similarly proven.

5. Determining the Number of Layers

Many real world scenes contain both single layer regions

(non-reflective and non-translucent) and two layer regions

(reflective or translucent). Figure 9(d) (the Lee sequence)

shows one such example. To avoid false frontal layers

(Lemma 1), it is desirable to explicitly segment these two

types of regions.

In section 3.3, we went through a simple case where no

aliasing is introduced and no noise is involved. The seg-

mentation can easily be done by introducing a bias term that

favors single layer models. After we get two depth maps,

we label pixels with d0 = d1 as single layer model pixels.

In real images, however, aliasing effects and noise com-

plicate the situation. We cannot rely on a constant bias term

to segment the two types of regions. Figure 8(a) shows seg-

mentation results for the Lee sequence using a constant bias.

The bias term causes part of the tea box reflection (a two-

layer region) to become a single-layer region, while allowing

part of the computer graphics book (a single-layer region)

to have a false frontal layer.

The primary reason for this failure is aliasing, which is

illustrated in Figure 8(b) using an EPI strip. Vertical lines

correspond to stabilized pixels. Due to aliasing, the col-

ors of these vertical lines change considerably from view to

view, making the matching errors for single-layer hypothe-

ses very large. On the other hand, two-layer hypotheses are

more expressive since they can model some of these color

changes using an additional layer of component colors. In

the Lee sequence, the adoption of a two-layer model causes

a greater reduction in matching error for aliased pixels than

for reflected pixels. As a result, a single bias term cannot

segment the two regions.

Our solution is to scale the original DSI, or equivalently,

to adapt the bias term based on local gradients. We change

the DSI volume as follows:

e(d0, d1, x) ⇐ (1 − γ(x))e(d0, d1, x), (14)

where γ(x) ∈ [0, 1) is proportional to the intensity gradient
of pixel x along the epipolar line direction.

The scaling operation (14) does not change the ordering

of e(d0, d1, x). It only changes the dynamic range of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

reference frame frontal depths rear depth frontal color rear color

Figure 9: Experimental results on four test sequences. (a)-(b) are synthetic sequences, (c)-(d) are real sequences. For display

purpose, the images in the last column are scaled up by a factor of 4 in (a)-(b), and 2 in (c)-(d).

matching errors and adjusts their weights in graph cut oper-

ations. It therefore reduces the influence of the high contrast

edges, which are most vulnerable to aliasing.

After scaling of the DSI volume, we are able to segment

the two types of regions using a single bias term (Figure

8(c)). By applying the morphological operations of erosion

followed by dilation, we were able to estimate the β-map

shown in Figure 8(d), and the depths and colors shown in

8(e)-(h).

6. Experiments

In this section, we present four sets of experimental results,

two synthetic and two real. The results are shown in Figure 9.

The first column of Figure 9 shows the reference frame

image. The second to fifth columns are the estimated frontal

depth, rear depth, frontal color and rear color. In these exper-

iments, the β-maps are given as input. The β-maps for the

first three examples are trivial, i.e., we set the whole image

to β0 = 1. We add a constant bias to segment the single/two

layer model regions. In the fourth example, we set β0 = 1
in the glass area of the picture frame and β0 = 0 elsewhere.

Figure 9 (a) shows the result on a synthetic curved reflec-

tor sequence. In the foreground is a slab of curved marble,

which reflects a V8 can and a picture of a flower garden.

The can is closer to the marble so it occludes part of the

picture. Figure 9 (b) shows results on a synthetic translu-

cent sequence. The foreground is a translucent layer texture

mappedwith the paintingMonaLisa. Behind the translucent

layer is a “sculpture” of da Vinci (texture-mapped sphere)

and one of his drawings at a distance. Figures 9 (c)-(d) are

real image sequences. The experimental setup for the doll

sequence (c) is shown in Figure 3(b).

Notice in all the results that occlusions in both layers

are correctly handled. Figure 10 shows synthesized frames

alongside the original views. Except at the large depth dis-

continuity boundaries, where invisible pixels are drawn in

black, few artifacts are apparent. The occlusion effects of the

tea box and the dodecahedron were faithfully reproduced.

Figure 11 shows some results of the color update algo-

rithm. Min-composite initialization (Figure 11(a)) provides

uswith a noisy rear color image. Part of the tea box ismissing

and the color does not look right. After the color update, we

get cleaner versions of the reflection, shown in Figure 11(b)

and (c). The updated color estimate with regularization (and

less streaking effects) is shown in Figure 11(b).

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a set of techniques to solve

the stereomatching problem in the presence of reflection and

translucency. The main contributions of our work include:
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Figure 10: Synthesized views. The three rows correspond

to views 4, 8 and 16. The first column is the original images

and the second column is the synthesized results.

1. A nested plane sweep framework to estimate compo-

nent depths in a systematic way, deriving evidences

locally, while integrating them globally.

2. A component-color-independent color matching algo-

rithm, the spatial-temporal differencing technique.

3. An iterative color updating algorithm that is guaranteed

to converge.

4. A segmentation algorithm to automatically determine

the number of layers.

When judiciously combined together, these techniques allow

us to estimate accurate stereo correspondence for complex

scenes that include multiple visual phenomena occurring at

different apparent depths.

In our current work, we have assumed that the β-map is

binary, i.e., that in regions where reflection or translucency

occur, the strength of the gloss or attenuation is spatially

constant. In future work, we plan to relax this assumption

by allowing fractional values in the β-map. In addition,

we would like investigate the feasibility of recovering more

than two layers in order to model inter-reflections and more

complex visual phenomena.
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Figure 11: Color update results. (a) Min-composite initial-

ization, quite noisy. (b) Output of the color update algo-

rithm. (c) Without the regularization terms, the streaking

effects are more obvious.
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